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White people have a critical role to play in dismantling racism, but we can get stopped 
from action because it feels overwhelming, scary, confusing and painful. Or we jump into 
the work and inadvertently re-wound black people because we haven’t done our own 
internal work. Or we make the mistake of burdening black people with the work of 
educating and supporting us.  
 
Starting or joining a White Work Group could be one of the most powerful things you can 
do to become an even better ally! 
 

Five Reasons To Start A White Work Group 
Have a safe place to: 
a.  Deepen your understanding of how to own, accept and make conscious decisions about 

how to use your white privilege to play a constructive role. 
b.  Continue to recognise and confront racism and unconscious bias in yourself. 
c.  Get better at recognising and challenging racism in your interactions with others. 
d.  Increase your skills in effectively engaging other white people in conversations about white 

privilege and racism with the goal of increasing the number of white people who are actively 
confronting these issues. 

e. Increase your consciousness in a way that does not require PoC to educate you or in a way 
that your unconsciousness of impact rewounds. 

 
Five Things That Make White Work Groups Work 

a. Make an unshakable commitment to meet regularly. 
b. Choose people you respect and like to spend time with. 
c. Establish common understanding of why you are meeting.  
d. Create safety so the good, the bad and the ugly can be shared.  
e. Release the notion of being the “good” white person. Agree to be Brave, Not Perfect. 

Vulnerability builds trust.  
 

Five Things You Can Do In Your White Work Group 
a. Share resources and read and watch everything you can get your hands on.  
b. Share what you’ve noticed in yourself since the last meeting regarding 

your unconscious bias, white privilege, or internalised superiority.  
c. Share ways you did or did not confront racism when you saw it. 
d. Ask each other the tough questions. 
e. Start a what’s app group or closed FB group so you can dialogue between meetings and share 

resources. 
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